AMG consolidate supply chain with
Link51’s racking solution

Link51 provides AMG with a pallet racking
solution that improves supply chain operations
and workflow efficiency
AMG Group is one of the UK’s leading outdoor gear and clothing companies,
distributing a large portfolio of premier outdoor, footwear and snow sports brands,
each with its own unique brand identity and product range.
The combined offering, featuring Vango®, F10 Series®, Lichfield®, Blacks of Greenock®,
Rossignol®, Trangia®, Wayfayrer®, Anatom® and Teko® brands, includes a vast selection of
products; such as tents, sleeping bags, rucksacks, travel luggage, camping gear, outdoor
clothing, outdoor footwear, skiing equipment, cooking gear, camping food and much more.
Employing over 100 staff, the Port Glasgow based firm, exports to over 40 countries
worldwide. Until recently, the company operated from 3 Distribution Centres - two sites
owned by AMG, located in Port Glasgow and a 3rd party operation, located in the Midlands.
Following it’s continued expansion, and in particular, growth in exports, as recognised in
the HSBC Sunday Times Track 200 league table; AMG announced plans to consolidate their
operation into a new 113,000 sq ft Distribution Centre, located at Westway Park, Renfrew.
The new site allows AMG to distribute from one central location, streamlining their operation
for retailers and consumers, whilst enabling the business to realise future growth plans and
achieve its full potential. A permanent team of 27 are based at the new warehouse, focussing
on inbound & outbound logistics, thereby enabling AMG to consolidate orders and despatch
them from one site; resulting in a single, as opposed to multiple, consignments being delivered
to customers.

The design had to work around the buildings
column support structure.

A picking area for small items was incorporated in
some of the pallet racking aisles.

“Being able to consolidate our stock under one roof
has a number of key benefits attached, not least some
important commercial savings. Link51 delivered exactly
what they said they were going to do, within timescales
and to budget; on that basis we are comfortable with the
relationship with Link51 and will undoubtedly use them
again on future projects.”
Bernie McGown
HR & Operations Director

The Brief
Alongside other racking specialists, Link51
was invited to tender for the provision of
a wide aisle storage solution at the new
warehouse, providing a target of 11,250
pallet locations. The combination of a
competitive quote, preparatory work on-site,
and Link51’s previous involvement with AMG
over the last 5-6 years, saw them being
awarded the contract.

The Solution
The warehouse had been secured on a 10year lease, with a 5-year break clause, should
AMG outgrow the premises. It was therefore
essential that Link51 fully utililised the floor
area and 12m eaves height, to provide
maximum capacity. Along with workflow and
marshalling considerations and a small items
picking area, creating an effective solution
was complicated, due to the position of
steel structure supports within the racking
footprint. Once CAD drawings were finalised,
the maximum number of pallet locations
that could be provided amounted to 10,500.
Given AMG’s 5-year plan to 2023, this figure
was considered to be adequate for future
requirements.

A mixture of palletised goods are stored within the
pallet racking including retention cages.

Link51 installed 21 runs to the maximum
height of the eaves, with the structure
stopping short of a central steel spine
supporting the building. Directly in front of
the racking is a large sortation/goods-in and
goods-out area.
Working to very tight timescales, the lease on
the new premises was signed on 8 December
2017 and movement of stock was due to
start in January 2018, ready for a completion
target of April 2018. This meant that Link51’s
installation teams had a limited ‘headstart’ before stock began arriving on site.
Despite this, the racking installation was fully
completed and commissioned on time.

Benefits to AMG
l

Flexible consultancy approach

l

Collaborative - working to see solutions

l

Price sensitive - able to match budgets

l

Expertise - Provided excellent racking 		
solutions that maximised space 		
and improved workflow operations

l

Speed of installation (to meet target 		
timescales)
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This publication shows general concepts only, and should not be used as a guide for specific design or assembly purposes. Whittan reserves the right to alter
the specification on any of these products, in the customers interest, without prior notification.

